SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 15
AT MAXWELL PARK
REGISTRATION NOW!
NormalParks.org

15 OBSTACLES!

COMPETITIVE RACE WAVES
GUARANTEED T-SHIRT & MEDAL. TROPHY ELIGIBLE!
1:00PM  11-12 YEAR OLD
1:15PM  9-10 YEAR OLD
1:30PM  9-10 YEAR OLD
1:45PM  7-8 YEAR OLD
2:00PM  7-8 YEAR OLD

RECREATIONAL RACE WAVES
ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE A T-SHIRT & MEDAL
2:15PM  INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES 5+ YEAR OLD
2:30PM  INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES 5+ YEAR OLD
2:45PM  INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES 5+ YEAR OLD
3:00PM  INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES 5+ YEAR OLD
3:15PM  INDIVIDUALS & FAMILIES 5+ YEAR OLD

SPONSORED BY:
Advocate BrAvenn
Health & Fitness Center
Twin City
Self Storage
101.5
WEMG
B-104
Illini Country Radio
Heartland
Bank
Anytime
Fitness
Mid-Illini
Credit Union
WJBC
Marriott
Bloomington
Normal
Bridgestone
Dust 2 Glory

ONLY $22
UNTIL AUG. 22!